KUMC researcher wins Horwitz Prize

Joe Lutkenhaus, University Distinguished Professor of microbiology, molecular genetics and immunology at KU Medical Center, has been named one of three winners of the 2012 Louisa Gross Horwitz Prize by Columbia University in recognition of his work to understand the intricate, dynamic and three-dimensional organization of bacterial cells. Established in 1967, the Horwitz Prize is Columbia's top prize and widely considered a precursor to the Nobel Prize.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

Battery for home energy use
School of Engineering Professor Trung Van Nguyen has partnered with researchers on a $1.72 million grant from the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Exploring borders in new book
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TODAY'S EVENTS

MEETING

Faculty session: research sharing
Friday, Sept. 28, 2012
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sprouner Hall

View all events

TWITTER

@kulibraries Remember, the 2nd annual Campus Art Walk is today, with events beginning at 1:30 this afternoon! #kuartwalk
http://ow.ly/dQ18B

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

Foggy morning
More: photos | videos
**Breakthrough on solar cells**

An advance in solar cell technology developed at KU has produced the world’s most efficient photovoltaic cells made from nanocarbons, materials that have the potential to dramatically drop the costs of PV technology in the future.
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**Dole archive research fellow**

The Robert J. Dole Institute Archive and Special Collections at KU will host its 2012 Research Fellow, Prakash Kumar, from today until Oct. 4. Kumar is researching the science of genetically modified crops, globalization and civil society resistance in India.
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